A parallel study of different array-CGH platforms in a set of Spanish patients with developmental delay and intellectual disability.
Developmental delay and intellectual disability, which occur in 1-3% of the population, account for a large number of the cases regularly seen in genetic units. Chromosomal microarray analysis has been shown to be a valuable clinical diagnostic assay and it should be the first-tier clinical diagnostic test for individuals with these conditions. However and due to several difficulties such as the platform resolution, the cost, and the inexperience with genomic data bases, the implementation of this test in many cytogenetic laboratories has been delayed. In an attempt to provide more insights of the benefits derived by using the chromosomal microarray analysis, this study presents the experience of two clinical centers using three different microarray platforms. The results obtained using a custom microarray (KaryoArray®) and two different commercial medium- and high-resolution whole-genome oligonucleotide microarrays have been compared. An overall diagnostic yield of around 15% has been obtained. However, the custom microarray platform has been shown to be more convenient for a clinical setting, since it allows the detection of more pathogenic copy number variants and less common variants.